Power-Law Spin Correlations in the Pyrochlore Antiferromagnet Tb$_2$Ti$_2$O$_7$
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We investigate the low-temperature state of the rare-earth pyrochlore Tb$_2$Ti$_2$O$_7$ using polarized neutron scattering. Tb$_2$Ti$_2$O$_7$ is often described as an antiferromagnetic spin liquid with spin correlations extending over lengths comparable to individual tetrahedra of the pyrochlore lattice. We confirm this picture at 20 K but find that at 0.05 K the data contain evidence of pinch-point scattering, suggesting that the low temperature state of Tb$_2$Ti$_2$O$_7$ has power-law spin correlations.
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Spin correlations with power-law decay are usually associated with a critical point, but stable phases with power-law correlations may exist in frustrated magnets [1]. Such phases are interesting, because they represent model materials where short-range interactions and local constraints lead to emergent symmetries and fractional quasiparticles [1–5]. For example, in a spin ice, spin configurations that respect a local ice-rule constraint give rise to dipolar (i.e., $1/r^3$) spin correlations [6,7] and emergent magnetic monopoles [4]. Dipolar correlations are identified in scattering experiments by the existence of distinctive sharp and anisotropic features known as pinch points [8,9].

Tb$_2$Ti$_2$O$_7$ is a particularly interesting frustrated magnet [10]. Like the spin ice materials, it contains rare-earth ions that form corner-shared tetrahedra and have an Ising doublet ground state, so at low temperatures the magnetic moments are constrained to the trigonal (or (111)) axes. However, the effective interactions are antiferromagnetic, not ferromagnetic as in the spin ices, so a different ground state is expected. Measurements of the local susceptibility ellipsoid show that $\chi_{(111)}/\chi_{(111)} \sim 10$ at $T = 1.7$ K [11], and $\Theta_{CW} = -19$ K, which should cause long-range ordering at $T_N \sim 1$ K [10]. However, no ordering is observed down to 0.05 K. Instead, diffuse neutron scattering measurements show a liquidlike $|Q|$-dependence in powders (at 2.5 K) and a broad checkerboard pattern in single crystals (at 9 K). Both are well described by a model of isotropic spins correlated antiferromagnetically on a single tetrahedron [12] [see Fig. 2(i)]. Measurements at $T = 0.4$ and 0.05 K were also interpreted in terms of small correlated spin clusters (heptamer and tetrahedron, respectively) [13,14]. Spin dynamics can be detected at these temperatures by neutron scattering [13,14] and $\mu$-SR techniques [15], so it was suggested that the ground state is a spin liquid.

The absence of classical order represents a long-standing theoretical challenge and has led to theories incorporating quantum fluctuations, again with calculations spanning a single tetrahedron [16,17]. All such calculations reproduce the checkerboard pattern, which is regarded as defining the character of the spin liquid state. One suggestion is that three-body exchange via virtual crystal field excitations repositions Tb$_2$Ti$_2$O$_7$ from a classical antiferromagnet to a “quantum spin ice,” in which the ground state of a single tetrahedron is a superposition of 2-in–2-out states [16]. Another proposal involves splitting of the ground state doublet of the Tb$^{3+}$ ions by a structural distortion [18]. Strong magnetoelastic effects exist in Tb$_2$Ti$_2$O$_7$, as manifested by anisotropic strain broadening [19], dielectric anomalies [20], and negative thermal expansion in the spin liquid state [19,21], but evidence for the splitting and associated symmetry lowering is not definitive [13,22–24].

In this Letter we cannot detect any departure from the cubic pyrochlore structure. We do not investigate the crystal field ground state, but use the measured spin anisotropy [11] as an experimental fact, taking advantage of it in order to investigate two spin correlation functions. We find evidence of pinch points, and therefore power-law spin correlations, in both. Our results demonstrate that spin correlations in Tb$_2$Ti$_2$O$_7$ extend over larger distances than previously observed, suggesting the presence of a hitherto unknown organizing principle, similar to the ice rules in spin ice.

The sample was a single crystal of Tb$_2$Ti$_2$O$_7$ weighing 7.2 g, grown in a floating zone furnace and annealed under argon to obtain a uniform dark red color. The crystal was aligned with the [110] direction vertical (within 1°) giving a horizontal scattering plane containing ($h, h, l$) wave vectors. We used the D7 [25] spectrometer at the ILL to map reciprocal space in two polarization channels, $z$ (non-spin-flip) and $z'$ (spin-flip). This process allows us to distinguish correlations among spin components that are perpendicular to the scattering plane from those that lie in it, which we call $M_x$ and $M_y$, respectively (see Fig. 1). Standard corrections for polarization and detector efficiency (amorphous silica and vanadium samples, respectively) were made.
Spin and isotope incoherent contributions obtained from a full \(xyz\) measurement at 100 K were subtracted, leaving only contributions from \(M_z\) and nuclear Bragg scattering, or \(M_{\nu}\). In addition, the low-temperature diffuse scattering maps have been divided by the measurements at 100 K to normalize a rotation-dependent intensity variation. This process also removes the magnetic form factor dependence and nuclear Bragg peaks. Because D7 integrates over energy transfers (up to the incident energy of 3.55 meV), we also used the TASP triple axis spectrometer at the PSI to study specific features as a function of wave vector and energy transfer. We measured six polarization channels \((z, z'; x, x'; y, y')\) to isolate \(M_z\) and \(M_{\nu}\) contributions. TASP was configured with a remnant supermirror polarizer and analyzer (80° collimation), MuPAD [26] for polarization control, and \(k_f = 1.3 \, \text{Å}^{-1}\), giving an energy resolution of 0.15 meV (FWHM).

Figure 2 shows diffuse scattering maps. At 20 K we recover almost exactly the checkerboard pattern in both the \(M_y\) and \(M_z\) scattering. As the temperature is decreased, the pattern evolves significantly. In the \(M_z\) channel, armlike features along the \((h, h, h)\) directions appear, and sharp constrictions in the diffuse scattering around \((0,0,2)\), \((1,1,1)\), and \((2,2,2)\) develop. At each of these points, the sharpening is perpendicular to the reciprocal lattice vector.

In the \(M_z\) channel, the checkerboard evolves into butterfly-shaped features at \((0,0,2)\) and \((2,2,0)\). In this case, the sharpening is always parallel to \((0,0,l)\) and less developed. Unpolarized experiments would have observed the sum of these two channels and, although features such as the \((h, h, h)\) arms are visible in other data sets [13], they seem to have been overlooked in previous interpretations. It is not possible to determine the absolute strength of the \(M_z\) and \(M_{\nu}\) fluctuations from these measurements, but in Fig. 2(d) we show their ratio, \(I_{M_z}/I_{M_{\nu}}\). This ratio suggests that the magnitudes of the \(M_z\) and \(M_{\nu}\) fluctuations are similar, and a combination of both is required to describe the magnetic properties of \(\text{Tb}_2\text{Ti}_2\text{O}_7\). Figure 2(d) also implies that the \(M_z\) correlations are shorter-ranged and, as a consequence, the scattering is more diffuse (hence, the ratio is dominated by \(M_z\) in regions where there is little contribution from \(M_{\nu}\)). This result is also implicit in the broad features of Fig. 2(f), as compared to the detailed structures of Fig. 2(a).

The evolution of the diffuse scattering on cooling can be examined by making cuts through the data, as in Fig. 3. At 20 K, the scattering is very similar in both channels, so \(M_z \approx M_{\nu}\), and all cuts can be fitted by the isotropic single tetrahedron model. Here, \(\text{Tb}_2\text{Ti}_2\text{O}_7\) can be described by continuous spins interacting antiferromagnetically and correlated over short distances. The \(M_y\) scattering sharpens along \((h,h,2)\) [Fig. 3(a)] into a peak that (at 0.05 K) can be fitted with a Lorentzian on a Gaussian background [Fig. 2(a) shows this is a broad contribution to the diffuse scattering], giving a correlation length of \(\xi = 8 \pm 1 \, \text{Å}\). Along \((0,0,l)\) [Fig. 3(b)], a broad Lorentzian develops \((\xi = 2 \pm 0.2 \, \text{Å})\), indicating that the correlations are highly anisotropic (this is the sharp direction in \(M_z\), again indicating correlations in \(M_{\nu}\) are shorter ranged than those in \(M_z\)). The \((h,h,h)\) arms in the \(M_y\) scattering also develop into sharp peaks [Fig. 3(c)], with a correlation length of \(\xi = 10 \pm 1 \, \text{Å}\) at \((1,1,1)\). Comparison of the temperature dependence of the intensity of these features above the general base level of scattering (i.e., \(\Delta I = I_0 - I_Q\), where \(Q\) is the position of interest and \(Q'\) is a position with no feature at low temperature) shows that they evolve continuously out of the single tetrahedron pattern. Interestingly, as shown in Fig. 3(d), the sharp features in the scattering track the temperature dependence of the local spin anisotropy measured in Ref. [11]. This result suggests that the increasing spin anisotropy with decreasing temperature, due to the thermal depopulation of excited crystal field levels, plays a crucial role in giving rise to the observed low-temperature spin correlations.

Because \(\text{Tb}_2\text{Ti}_2\text{O}_7\) is known to have significant spin dynamics, even at low temperature, it is possible that the diffuse scattering measurements contain a significant quantity of integrated inelastic scattering, which would complicate any interpretation. We investigated this in our
triple-axis experiment. At 0.05 K, there is considerable quasielastic scattering of magnetic origin (Fig. 4), as in Ref. [13]. However, wave vector scans at different energy transfers [Figs. 4(a)–4(d)] show that elastic (up to the energy resolution of TASP) magnetic scattering due to $M_z$ and $M_y$ correlations captures precisely the wave vector dependence of the diffuse scattering maps [two scans are shown, but it is true for all four scans indicated on Fig. 2(a)], demonstrating that the maps are dominated by elastic scattering.

Although it seems unlikely that Tb$_2$Ti$_2$O$_7$ can be accurately described by classical theories, they may provide some clues about the spin correlations. In particular, the scattering in both channels sharpens about certain wave vectors in certain directions. This behavior is a defining feature of all pinch points, which unambiguously signal power-law (specifically, dipolar) correlations. In frustrated magnets on the pyrochlore lattice, these pinch points typically result from the propagation of a local ice-rule constraint. The $M_y$ spin components appear to be controlled by a 2-in–2-out ice rule, and the $M_z$ components by a poorly established 2-up–2-down condition.

To support this assertion, we make calculations based either on single tetrahedra or projection of the relevant spin components onto a general form for dipolar correlations on the pyrochlore lattice [7] (see also Supplemental Material [27]). The general distribution of the diffuse scattering is controlled by the structure factor of the spins on a single tetrahedron, while inclusion of the dipolar part produces the pinch points. For example, in Fig. 2(e), we show the full form for dipolar correlated 2-in–2-out (111) spins, which has arms of scattering along (0, 0, l) and (h, h, h) modulated by sharp pinch points, while the single tetrahedron structure factor (not shown) just has broad arms in the same directions. Figure 2(j) shows the full calculation for uniaxial spins of two sizes obeying a 2-up–2-down ice rule (whose degeneracy is assumed to be unaffected by the two spin sizes), as illustrated in Fig. 1. The result is a pattern of butterfly shapes with sharp pinch points. Setting the lengths of $h_{111}$ and perpendicular components in the ratio 1:2, in approximate agreement with the experimental susceptibility ellipsoid, and adding equal isotropic diffuse components to both channels [in Fig. 2(a)], the $M_z$ scattering never falls to zero] allows the features to be scaled to comparable intensity around (0,0,2), as shown in Fig. 2(d).

The application of these calculations is phenomenological, and it is clear that in their simplicity they will differ from the experimental data. However, several aspects of these calculations show important similarity to the experimental data. These features are the general distribution of scattering, and the orientation and position of the pinch points, all of which are strongly constrained by the

FIG. 2 (color). Diffuse scattering in Tb$_2$Ti$_2$O$_7$. The low-temperature state of Tb$_2$Ti$_2$O$_7$ has highly structured diffuse scattering with anisotropic sharp features, i.e., pinch points, in both the $M_y$ (a) and $M_z$ (f) channels. These can be seen to develop [(b) and (g)] below 20 K [(c) and (h)]. The ratio of the $M_x$ and $M_z$ intensities indicates the relative importance of the in- and out-of-plane components at different wave vectors (d). Model calculations show that dipolar correlations and 2-in–2-out spin configurations give rise to intensity in the $M_z$ channel along (h,h,h) and (0,0,l), with pinch points (d). Isotropic spins on single tetrahedra give the checkerboard pattern, which compares to either channel at 20 K (i). Uniaxial spins with unequal lengths (Fig. 1), 2-up–2-down ice rule, and dipolar correlations give butterflylike scattering (j). Red lines in A indicate cuts shown in Fig. 3; black lines are the scan directions of the energy-resolved measurements (Fig. 4).
existence of ice-rule correlations. For example, in the $M_y$ channel, the absence of scattering around $(h,h,0)$ and general extension of intensity along the $(0,0,l)$ and $(h,h,h)$ directions is a consequence of the 2-in–2-out structure factor, and the sharpening of the pinch points perpendicular to $(0,0,2)$ and $(1,1,1)$ is also specific to this structure factor, and the sharpening of the pinch points $(h,h,2)$ become strongly pronounced at low temperature (c). Integrated intensities from $(0,0,2)$ (peak, $M_z$), $(-1.3,-1.3,1.3)$ (arm, $M_y$), and $(-0.5,-0.5,2)$ (butterfly, $M_x$) track the development of the spin anisotropy [(d), line from Ref. [11]].

FIG. 3 (color). Temperature dependence of the diffuse scattering [cut directions in Fig. 2(a)]. At 0 K, the isotropic single tetrahedron model (red line) fits all data [(a),(b),(c)]. Sharp, anisotropic features develop at low temperatures. At 0.05 K, the $M_x$ channel shows a Lorentzian peak perpendicular to $(0,0,2)$ (a) and a broad one parallel to $(0,0,2)$ (b). The $M_y$ channel has a two-peak structure perpendicular to and broad Lorentzian parallel to $(0,0,l)$. The arms of scattering along $(h,h,h)$ become strongly pronounced at low temperature (c). Integrated intensities from $(0,0,2)$ peak, $M_z$; $(-1.3,-1.3,1.3)$ arm, $M_y$; and $(-0.5,-0.5,2)$ butterfly, $M_x$ track the development of the spin anisotropy [(d), line from Ref. [11]].

predicted to distinguish this state. We observe a single peak in $M_y$ and a double peak in $M_z$ [Fig. 3(a)], and the total (not shown) is a single peak, as predicted. The proposition of a two-singlet state [18] makes no predictions of the diffuse scattering at present, but it requires a new crystal field level at 0.1–0.2 meV, which we cannot distinguish from quasielastic scattering with the present resolution. Recent experiments also suggest an unknown transition occurs at $T \sim 0.15–0.4$ K [28], where our temperature dependence is not detailed.

Our experiments show that, at low temperature, Tb$_2$Ti$_2$O$_7$ has static power-law spin correlations that have more in common with ice models than liquidlike models. The evolution of this state accompanies the depopulation of excited crystal field levels, such that the appearance of structure in the diffuse scattering mirrors the elongation of the local susceptibility ellipsoid. It remains remarkable that there is no long-range ordering. Our experiments probe two orthogonal correlation functions and suggest that they contain pinch points of different forms, and that one ($M_z$) has a considerably longer correlation length than the other ($M_y$). The identification of spin textures with conjugate power-law correlations would appear consistent with a state supporting both emergent $B$ and $E$ fields, as in a
quantum spin ice [1,3,16]. We note that it is currently predicted that pinch points are not a characteristic of the quantum spin ice state [5], but other theories with correlations governed by different numbers of gauge fields are possible [29]. The identification of two sets of pinch points in Tb$_2$Ti$_2$O$_7$ should therefore provide an experimental catalyst for further examination of spin correlations in effective field theories of frustrated magnets, as well as providing a stringent test for theories of effective field theories of frustrated magnets, as well as providing a catalyst for further examination of spin correlations in quantum spin ice [1,3,16].
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